
Basic Cinematography and Perspective

Think of a comic frame like a camera – use the 
camera to capture points of interest and effect the 

story in different ways



Basic Cinematography and Perspective 
Topics in Comics

1. Height

2. Distance

3. Rotation

4. Static vs. Dynamic 
Camera



Perspective Lesson 1: Height

• Variety of angles focusing on height can 
add to meaning and increase reader 
interest, staying the same can make art 
look stagnate

• Moving your camera view on the Y axis, 
where the creator puts the horizon line

• Think about purposes and uses of the 3 
camera angles: 

1) Upshot
2) Downshot
3) Eye-level



Downshot Camera Angle
(Bird’s Eye View)

• Camera above the subjects, looking 
down

• Dissociation with scene, analytical

• Use when you need to:
• Show layout of space or 

character’s location
• Depict characters in relation to 

each other
• Create a map-like feel
• Reveal character’s scale to an 

item



Upshot Camera Angle
(Worm’s Eye View)

• Camera under the subjects, 
looking upwards

• Subtle or extreme angle

• Use when you need to:
• Make the protagonist or reader 

feel small and overpowered
• Show the impact of a structure 

or scene and its imposing 
nature

• Create a sense of foreboding or 
helplessness



Eye-Level Camera Angle

• Straight-on view of characters, 
how we see things everyday

• Creates strong sense of reader 
identification, because we are 
part of the story

• Most commonly used angle

• Easiest angle to understand

• Create eye level drawing by 
placing the horizon line around 
the middle of the page



Perspective Lesson 2: Distance or Zoom

• Used with each type of camera 
angle

• Moving the camera back and 
forth, farther and closer

• Change distance by drawing 
elements larger and cropping 
them

• 4 basic zooms: long shot, 
medium shot, head shot, or close 
up



Long Shot

• Allows a significant amount of 
background

• Establishes location and 
character positioning

• Distances reader from the 
characters

• Creates a sense of isolation



Medium Shot

• A bit closer than the long shot

• Don’t see as much background

• Character or object is the focus 
of the drawing

• Effective shot to show action, 2 
or 3 people physically 
interacting, or someone 
interacting with surroundings

• One of the most common shots



Head Shot

• A character or subject fills the 
whole picture

• Usually from the chest up on a 
person

• Background is minimal or non-
existent, focus is on character 

• Don’t fit too many characters 
in this shot



Close-up

• Focusing camera closely on 
person or object

• Usually for dramatic effect

• Reveals character’s expression

• Emphasizes a small detail that 
relates to important plot line, 
theme, mood, etc.



Non-Character Focus
(often close up)

• Avoids a series of “talking head” 
panels

• Breaks up monotony

• Gives reader a better sense of the 
world your characters inhabit

• Use details in architecture, 
someone’s handwriting, an 
establishing landscape view, or the 
craftsmanship of items on a desk 
to function as narration or 
dialogue



What type of shot is used? What 
impact does this shot have on 

the image/story?

LONG SHOT: Shows as much of the 
environment as needed – although 
readers don’t see the whole Batcave
yet, they see enough to tell it’s a large 
unfinished natural cavern with 
installations of modern industrial style 
work areas and equipment, including a 
large computer console



What type of shot is used? What 
impact does this shot have on 

the image/story?

LONG SHOT: sometimes 2 
long/establishing shots are used to 
introduce the scene. Readers are 
introduced to the fact that Wayne 
Manor sits atop the Batcave



What type of shot is used? What 
impact does this shot have on 

the image/story?

MEDIUM SHOT: shows action clearly, 
from at least mid-thigh to top of head



What type of shot is used? What 
impact does this shot have on 

the image/story?

CLOSE UP SHOT: shows reaction and 
detail



Sequences

By properly combining these basic types of shots –
long/establishing shot, medium/action shot, and close 
up/reaction shot – comics creators generate panel 
sequences that range from simple to very complex



Types of Shots Activity

Using your notes on types of shots, you will create a simple story 
using only 3 panels, employing each type of shot.



Perspective Lesson 3: Rotation

• Change the rotation of the scene, 
character, or object to get a better look at 
something or to look at something from 
a character’s perspective

• You can think about rotation like stage 
directions in a play – each position 
indicates a meaning and impacts how 
the audience understands the 
characters, interactions, and scenes

• Some types of rotations: ¼ turn, profile, 
¾ turn, full front, full back



¼ Position

• Body is turned ¼ away from 
the audience

• When 2 characters share a 
scene, attention is equally 
drawn to both characters

• Audience can easily see both 
of the characters’ faces, 
bodies, and actions



Profile Position

• 2 characters face each other

• Used for intense scenes, like 
fighting

• When 2 characters are in 
opposition to each other or 
attracted to each other, 
attention is equally drawn to 
both characters

• Again, audience can easily see 
both of the characters’ faces, 
bodies, and actions



3/4 Position

• Audience sees ¾ of 
character’s back, ¼ of 
character’s face

• Used when a character gives 
a scene

• Turns reader’s attention to 
another character who is 
facing the audience more



Full Front Position

• Character faces directly front

• Used for important scenes

• Gains reader’s full attention

• Can draw reader into a 
group, lead by protagonist 
speaking in full front position



Full Back Position

• Character gives his or her 
back to reader, reader can’t 
see the character’s face

• Used to draw attention away 
from that character and focus 
on what is in front of the 
character

• Used sparingly



Perspective Lesson 4: Static vs. Dynamic

• Static – keeping the “camera” in 
one position for a series of panels

• Dynamic – changing the height, 
distance, and rotation from panel 
to panel

• Comics can use one of these 
techniques exclusively or mix them 
together throughout the story

• Impacts story and pacing



Static Panels

• Shows small changes in height, 
distance, and rotation

• Slows down the story

• Emphasizes detail

• Helps audience absorb dense 
dialogue



Dynamic Panels

• Shows large actions well, mirrors 

• Creates drama and movement

• Signals shift in perspective, tone, 
or story

• Makes story interesting, but if 
overdone, can be overwhelming


